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Current Release Notes - Quantrix Modeler 

Quantrix Modeler 20.2.0 

Improvements in Version 20.2.0 

The Quantrix License Activation status check process has been improved to give you more frequent 
notification near end of term, and to ensure accurate activation status information. When your license 
is due to expire in less than 60 days, the activation status is checked each time you load Quantrix. 
 Your activation status is also checked any time you use Help > Quantrix License (QM-23720)  

In Data Import's Configure Import Matrix, using filters with imported data is improved: with In, Not In 
comparisons you can select an expression and use the values pick list, and with Like or Not Like 
comparisons, you can select an Expression (QM-22828)  

Data Import update options has been improved and now displays a message for larger data sets when 
Live Preview is selected and you change the update options and update. Also, changing update options 
no longer triggers an update when Live Preview is selected (QM-23781, QM-23786) 

In Data Import, if you edit a Data Source that is used by more than one Data Import matrix, a prompt 
displays titled Data Source Changed, giving you the option to apply the data source changes to all 
matrices in the model that are used by the data source, or to change only the current matrix. If you 
choose current matrix only, you can change the data source name to make it unique, or let Quantrix 
do it automatically (QM-23028) 

Data Import update performance has been improved when updating categories based on data fields
(QM-23732) 

The sumif function has been improved for usability in formulas, and now returns a #SIZE error if the 
optional value_range is provided and its size does not match range size. If the optional_value_range is 
not provided, the range is used for the values (QM-22722, F0102389) 

In the Qloud Publish process, when the publish is successful, you no longer need to copy and paste 
the model link from the File Uploaded Successfully dialog to a browser because the link to the Qloud 
model is now clickable, and clicking it loads the Qloud model in the browser (QM-23847) 

Table and chart views can now be snapped together with or without a common header layout on the 
snapped axis. When they are snapped, the views will maintain their spacing (QM-23654, F0114803) 
 Note: Models with snapped matrices that don't share a common axis won't open in versions prior to 
20.2.0.  

Significant Fixes in Version 20.2.0 

An exception no longer occurs when using certain functions (such as ordered statistical functions) with 
an unsorted list (QM-23771) 

Certain SQL statements used for limit queries as well as other queries no longer cause an error or 
exception when validated (QM-23805) 

An exception no longer occurs related to using Generate Items when matrices contain collapsed Filter 
Tray components (QM-22852) 

An exception should no longer occur in Data Import in certain scenarios after updating a data source 
configuration and running data import (QM-23729)  

An exception no longer occurs in Data Import when the data source uses a self-signed or invalid 
certificate and you click OK without entering credentials when prompted: an appropriate message 
displays (QM-22820)  
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An exception no longer occurs in DataPush related to logging when the log file is missing or can't be 
written to (QM-22580) 

An exception no longer occurs when running Solver with Auto Calculate turned off (QM-22750) 

An exception no longer occurs in scenarios involving copying/pasting snapped views on canvases, 
copying columns, and resizing descriptor rows in outline mode (QM-22860) 

An exception related to filtering, for example, dragging categories to a filter tray on matrices, charts 
and canvases no longer occurs (QM-22004) 

When selected, Datalink's Suppress Item Category option now correctly removes the item category 
and a data update will update the data (QM-23806, F0116861) 

Data Import no longer sometimes prompts for authentication before the user fully opens a model 
created or saved prior to Modeler version 19.3.0 (QM-23778) 

Data Import now supports executing stored procedures by calling the stored procedure name using 
the correct syntax for your database type in the SQL pane; properly constructed stored procedures 
also run on Qloud (QM-23714, QM-23722, F0115627) 

Data Import now displays data in the same order in which it appears in the source file (QM-23836, 
F0117502) 

Data Import now allows pasting into a range of user-created cells when the Configuration Import 
Option to Allow editing of imported cells is not selected (QM-23846) 

Data Import now correctly allows you to add the same field as different Date field types as categories 
(for example, Year and Month, or Month and Day) and displays the item values (QM-23824, 
F0116988)  

BIGINT values are now imported as a Double data type, and show correctly in DataLink, Data Import 
and DataPush (QM-19373, F0069179) 

Data Import and DataLink error behavior and messaging when attempting to retrieve or update from 
URLs is improved, and messages say unable to load data or error getting data (QM-23837, F0117320) 

When you drag and drop a Data Import category to another matrix with a category of the same name 
but having different case, you are now prompted whether to use the field in that matrix, because it is 
now case-insensitive (QM-23773)  

Date Time values in XML files generated by Excel that include both date and time formats now 
correctly import into DataLink and Data Import (QM-23093, F0107634) 

In models containing different timelines, Timeline now manages slicing better to ensure correct 
calculation (QM-22989, F0100675) 

Gridlines are now properly aligned when collapsed items are in use, and lines now render correctly in 
matrices using filtering, collapsed lines and hide collapsed (QM-22980, F0098030, QM-23349, 
F0110683) 

Collapse Other in a chart now works correctly when filtering is used, and handles the display of 
collapsed vs. hidden columns appropriately (QM-22951, F0097798) 

Cell copy and paste now pastes into the appropriate receiving cells when the first receiving cell is 
calculated, provided the receiving cell has permission such as for edit input cells ( QM-22187).  A 
paste into cells that are ineligible to receive pastes results in an explanatory message. See more 
details about cell copy and paste in Editing/Copying Cell Data. 
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Canvases with snapped views react correctly to changes in size after switching between perspectives 
(QM-23784, F0116464) 

Exporting a matrix without column headers to CSV now works correctly with or without the 'Include 
column headers' option checked and regardless of whether the data contains a header row (QM-
23823, F0116792) 

Exporting a Script library to a local repository when the library already exists and you choose to 
export it to a different name now requires you to enter a name for the library (QM-22521) 

Performance has been considerably improved when opening models with a canvas containing large 
numbers of items in the filter tray (QM-23829, F0116771) 

Known Issues in Version 20.2.0 

(None) 


